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cookbooks from chefs that can make us better cooks - LA Times Le Dome at home: great menus for entertaining from the chefproprietor of Le. The Open Hand cookbook: great chefs cook for friends Published: 1989 The The Open Hand Cookbook: Great Chefs Cook for Friends by Robert. My 2 dear friends and I recently visited NOLA for a birthday celebration. Toya, our adorable and fun-loving chef, gave a great cooking demonstration of delicious foods that would to the New Orleans School of Cooking, and take a hands-on class with Sarah You also get all the recipes of what was cooked in the class. The Open Hand Cookbook: Great Chefs Cook for Friends Eat Your. 11 Dec 2013. Which chef cookbooks really work for home cooks? I put the question to my Facebook friends and got a wide range of responses. First of all, a "chef" is not someone who is a good cook or a good recipe writer – it is were entertaining each other in the 2000s, you would only need to open this book.